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Printed versions of instrumental film scores can be quite difficult to find, and in many cases the arrangements cited in this
book are the only available printed manifestations. The text presents virtually every major film composer, including Max
Steiner, Erich Wolfgang Korngold, Bernard Hermann, Jerry Goldsmith, and John Williams."
Titles are: Star Wars * Theme from Inspector Gadget * Animaniacs * Linus and Lucy * Tiny Toon Adventures Theme *
The Batman Theme * (Meet) The Flintstones * This Is It! * Mighty Mouse Theme * Jeopardy Theme * Tomorrow *
Superman * The Pink Panther * We're Off to See the Wizard.
Download play-along audio tracks at knackbooks.com/piano. Knack Piano for Everyone is a self-instruction book for
beginners to intermediates, fully illustrated with full-color photographs and musical notation. The book will teach readers
everything a beginner should know about the instrument itself—the parts, different kinds of pianos, care for pianos—and
then provide the basics of reading piano music and playing. Download play-along audio tracks at knackbooks.com/piano.
The book will include: * An explanation of how the piano works. * An exploration of the instrument, sitting correctly,
playing all over the keyboard on the black keys. * Finding familiar tunes on the piano. * Music notation, where it comes
from, directions (up and down) on the keyboard and on the music page. Lessons will be geared toward achievable results
for the reader without any prior knowledge of music, but also contain sidebars on various styles and techniques for the
more advanced reader. By the end of the book, the reader will be able to play some basic songs, including some that will
be provided in the Appendix.
Famous & Fun Pop is a graded series of popular hits from movies, radio and television that may be used with any piano
method. Each piece has been arranged especially for students, yet remains faithful to the original. Titles: * Across the
Stars * Beauty and the Beast * Double Trouble * Hogwarts' March * The Imperial March * Over the Rainbow * The Pink
Panther * Summertime * Theme from New York, New York * Under the Sea * When a Man Loves a Woman
Favorite pop and movie hits have been arranged to correlate with the concepts presented in Premier Piano Course:
Lesson Book 1B. Optional duet parts for teacher or parent add harmonic richness to the solo parts. 11 attractive
arrangements include: * (Meet) The Flintstones * Great Balls of Fire * Inspector Gadget * Over the Rainbow * Puff (The
Magic Dragon) * Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious * Theme from 'Ice Castles' * Theme from 'Superman' * We're Off to
See the Wizard * What a Wonderful World * Yo Ho (A Pirate's Life for Me)
(Faber Piano Adventures ). The Popular Repertoire Book provides popular hits paired with imaginative activity pages that
explore rhythm, note reading, and theory basics. Contents: Angel Eyes * Honky Cat * I Believe I Can Fly * I Got Rhythm *
I'll Be There fro You * Inspector Gadget (Main Theme) * Jeopardy Theme * The Rose * Sunrise, Sunset.
Titles include: Charlie Brown Theme * Christmas Time Is Here * Baseball Theme * Blue Charlie Brown * The Great
Pumpkin Waltz * Happiness Theme * Joe Cool * Linus & Lucy * Oh, Good Grief * Red Baron * Schroeder * You're in Love
Charlie Brown.
Everything in Burglar Bill's life is stolen, from the toast, marmalade and coffee he has for breakfast to the bed he sleeps
in. One night when he is out burgling, he comes across a box with holes in the lid on a doorstep. He picks it up of course
and when he gets home he discovers, to his horror, that he has stolen a baby. He and the baby muddle along together
until one night he is disturbed by a burglar - Burglar Betty. She is the mother of Burglar Bill's baby. Bill and Betty decide
to reform and live honest lives; they return all the stolen goods, get married and live happily ever after!
(Piano Vocal). This sheet music features an arrangement for piano and voice with guitar chord frames, with the melody presented
in the right hand of the piano part as well as in the vocal line.
(Educational Piano Library). Duets are double the fun with these jazzed-up gems. Primo and Secondo parts are equal in difficulty
and perfect for intermediate-level students. Also excellent for themed recitals! Titles: Get Smart * Inspector Clouseau Theme *
Inspector Gadget * James Bond Theme * Mission: Impossible Theme * The Pink Panther * Secret Agent Man * Soul Bossa Nova.
Music for the performer in all of us brings together blockbuster popular, jazz, and movie hits with band and orchestral backgrounds
available on CD and MIDI disk. Carefully chosen for their broad appeal to performers, students, and audiences, all titles are
pianistically arranged by Larry Minsky, Tom Roed, Gail Lew, and Eugenie Rocherolle using effective chord substitutions to give a
"big" professional sound. Titles: Over the Rainbow * Hedwig's Theme * Fawkes the Phoenix * Talk to the Animals * The James
Bond Theme * Star Wars (Main Theme) * The Polar Express * Gollum's Song * Double Trouble * And All That Jazz.
These books are HUGE and are filled with the most recent hits and some of the biggest titles ever to top the charts. Each edition is
spiral bound for easy page turning and includes an eye-catching cover consisting of sheet music covers from hits included in the
book. 150 of the most popular movie themes and unforgettable timeless classics from some of the best movies ever produced.
Titles (and movies) include: Across the Stars (Star Wars(R): Episode II Attack of the Clones) * Over the Rainbow (The Wizard of
Oz) * Theme from E.T. (E.T.) * Gollum's Song (The Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers) * Somewhere My Love (Lara's Theme)
(Dr. Zhivago) * Theme from Inspector Gadget * (Inspector Gadget) * Singin' in the Rain (Singin' in the Rain) and much more!
Titles are: I Believe I Can Fly * La Bamba * Rock Around the Clock * Over the Rainbow * Puff the Magic Dragon * This Is It! *
Stand by Me * Happy Birthday to You * Chopsticks * Singin' in the Rain.
This fun piano duet arrangement of the famous "Inspector Gadget Theme" is entertaining and full of wit. The four-hand
arrangement captures the ragtime character of the original theme, before breaking free into arrangers' imaginations. Dramatic
pauses, abrupt changes of tempo, and daredevil passagework up and down the keyboard make this an exciting showpiece,
perfect for a recital encore.
This ideal Level 2 supplement will keep late elementary students enthusiastic and motivated. Popular songs that students are
asking to play are: Somewhere Out There (from An American Tail) * Don't Cry for Me Argentina (from Evita) * Talk to the Animals
(from Doctor Doolittle) * Gonna Fly Now (Theme from Rocky) * Woody Woodpecker * Lean on Me * Chitty Chitty Bang Bang *
Merrily We Roll Along (from "Looney Tunes") * Inspector Gadget (Main Title).
Music for the performer in all of us brings together blockbuster popular, jazz, and movie hits with band and orchestral backgrounds
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available on CD and MIDI disk. Carefully chosen for their broad appeal to performers, students, and audiences, all titles are
pianistically arranged by Larry Minsky, Tom Roed, Gail Lew, and Eugenie Rocherolle using effective chord substitutions to give a
"big" professional sound. Titles: Fawkes the Phoenix * Flashdance...What a Feeling * Gonna Fly Now (Theme from Rocky) *
Hedwig's Theme * I Believe I Can Fly * Over the Rainbow * The Pink Panther * Secret Agent Man * Somewhere Out There * Star
Wars (Main Theme) * Theme from Inspector Gadget * Theme from Jurassic Park.
This set covers all aspects of international hip hop as expressed through music, art, fashion, dance, and political activity. •
Includes contributors from a range of fields, including musicology, theater, and anthropology, giving readers a broad perspective
on the genre • Covers hip hop in virtually every country, including countries with severely restricted hip hop activity • Contains
comprehensive lists of record labels, films, editor-recommended videos, and more • Shows the influence hip hop has on many
aspects of life, such as politics, fashion, dance, and art
Music for the performer in all of us brings together blockbuster popular, jazz, and movie hits. Carefully chosen for their broad
appeal to performers, students, and audiences, all titles are pianistically arranged by Larry Minsky, Tom Roed, Gail Lew, and
Eugenie Rocherolle using effective chord substitutions to give a "big" professional sound. Titles: * Over the Rainbow * Hedwig's
Theme * Fawkes the Phoenix * Talk to the Animals * The James Bond Theme * Star Wars (Main Theme) * The Polar Express *
Gollum's Song * Double Trouble * And All That Jazz.
"Inspector Gadget" ThemeFor Early Advanced Piano Duet (1 Piano, 4 Hands)Alfred Music
Titles: * Across the Stars (from Star Wars: Episode II) * Anakin's Theme (from Star Wars: Episode I) * Fawkes the Phoenix (from
Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets) * Gollum's Song (from The Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers) * High Hopes (from A
Hole in the Head) * We're Off to See the Wizard (from The Wizard of Oz) * The Pink Panther * The Prayer (from Quest for
Camelot) * Razzle Dazzle (from Chicago) * Scooby-Doo, Where Are You? and more. The theme from Inspector Gadget was
selected for the Royal Conservatory of Music Pop Syllabus.
Carefully selected popular hits from movies, radio and television are arranged especially for students. Optional duet parts for
teacher or parent add to the fun. Eleven attractive arrangements. Titles: * The Ballad of Gilligan's Isle * Can You Feel the Love
Tonight * Theme from Inspector Gadget * The Merry-Go-Round Broke Down * Over the Rainbow * Peter Cottontail * Puff (the
Magic Dragon) * Scooby Doo, Where Are You * Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious * This Is It! * This Land Is Your Land
John Brimhall has arranged 18 great songs written by one of America's leading composers, Jerome Kern. Kern's successes were
mainly in writing music for the stage. Ol' Man River * Can't Help Lovin' Dat Man * Why Was I Born * Smoke Gets in Your Eyes *
Dearly Beloved are a few of his many Broadway hits. His popular compositions include: I've Told Ev'ry Little Star * Long Ago (And
Far Away) * They Didn't Believe Me * Pick Yourself Up * All the Things You Are.
These zany, all-time favorite cartoon themes have been arranged in traditional five-finger style, with the melody split between the
hands and without key signatures in the student part. Dotted quarter notes, triplets and sixteenth notes have been avoided. All of
the melodic arrangements have optional duet accompaniments created to achieve a fuller, richer musical experience. Includes
lyrics. Titles: (Meet) The Flintstones * I Taut I Taw a Puddy Tat (Looney Tunes/Merrie Melodies) * If I Didn't Have You (Monsters,
Inc.) * Inspector Gadget (Main Title) * The Jetsons (Main Theme) * Josie and the Pussycats * Merrily We Roll Along (Looney
Tunes/Merrie Melodies) * The Merry-Go-Round Broke Down (Looney Tunes/Merrie Melodies) * Mickey Mouse Clubhouse Theme
* My Friends Tigger and Pooh Theme * The Pink Panther * Power House (Looney Tunes/Merrie Melodies) * Scooby Doo, Where
Are You? * This Is It! (The Bugs Bunny Show).
Music for the performer in all of us brings together blockbuster popular, jazz, and movie hits. Here are new hot hits and performer
and audience favorites pianistically arranged by Gail Lew and Chris Lobdell using effective chord substitutions to give a "big"
professional sound. Titles: * What a Wonderful World * The Imperial March * Singin' In the Rain * In Dreams * Inspector Gadget *
Double Trouble * Believe * The Rose

Favorite pop and movie hits have been arranged to correlate with the concepts presented in Lesson Book 1B. Optional
duet parts for teacher or parent add harmonic richness to the solo parts. Eleven attractive arrangements include: (Meet)
The Flintstones * Great Balls of Fire * Inspector Gadget * Over the Rainbow * Puff (The Magic Dragon) *
Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious * Theme from "Ice Castles" * Theme from "Superman" * We're Off to See the Wizard *
What a Wonderful World * Yo Ho (A Pirate's Life for Me).
This exciting Primer Level collection is perfect for first-year students. Each arrangement includes vibrant duet parts
carefully written by top arrangers Tom Roed and Jerry Ray. Popular titles include: Theme from Inspector Gadget * Star
Wars (Main Title) * Pinky & the Brain * Batman Theme * Strike Up the Band * The Teddy Bears' Picnic * Top Cat *
Huckleberry Hound * Hello Muddah, Hello Faddah * Traveling Animaniacs.
Music for the performer in all of us brings together blockbuster popular, jazz, and movie hits. Carefully chosen for their
broad appeal to performers, students, and audiences, all titles are pianistically arranged by Larry Minsky, Tom Roed, Gail
Lew, and Eugenie Rocherolle using effective chord substitutions to give a "big" professional sound. Titles: * And All That
Jazz * Because You Loved Me * Fawkes the Phoenix * The Greatest Love of All * Hedwig's Theme * I Believe in You and
Me * Looking Through Your Eyes * Over the Rainbow * The Prayer * Where Are You Christmas? * You Light Up My Life.
With this concert-worthy duet setting of "Happy Birthday to You," pianists will delight audiences with inventive variations
of the familiar tune. Some sections are driving and rhythmic, while others are inspired by Classical and Romantic styles.
Powerful chords and brilliant octave passages create thrilling musical moments. Audiences will enjoy a number of other
musical surprises along the way.
Music for the performer in all of us brings together blockbuster popular, jazz, and movie hits. Carefully chosen for their
broad appeal to performers, students, and audiences, all titles are pianistically arranged by Larry Minsky, Tom Roed, Gail
Lew, and Eugenie Rocherolle using effective chord substitutions to give a "big" professional sound. Titles: Fawkes the
Phoenix * Flashdance . . . What a Feeling * Gonna Fly Now (Theme from Rocky) * Hedwig's Theme * I Believe I Can Fly
* Over the Rainbow * The Pink Panther * Somewhere Out There * Star Wars (Main Theme) * Theme from Jurassic Park.
Your student's favorite pop and movie hits have been arranged to correlate with Lesson Book 4. Titles: Batman Theme *
Be Our Guest (from Walt Disney's Beauty and the Beast) * Blue Moon * Cruella De Vil (from Walt Disney's 101
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Dalmatians) * Endless Love * Gonna Fly Now (Theme from Rocky) * Theme from Ice Castles (Through the Eyes of Love)
* Inspector Gadget (Theme) * New Soul * The Pink Panther * The Sound of Silence.
Carefully selected popular hits from movies, radio and television are arranged especially for students. Optional duet parts
for teacher or parent add to the fun. Eleven attractive arrangements including: * Beauty and the Beast * Ding-Dong! The
Witch Is Dead * Happy Birthday to You * Hedwig's Theme * I'll Be There for You * Itsy Bitsy Teenie Weenie Yellow
Polkadot Bikini * Over the Rainbow * Part of Your World * The Pink Panther * Theme from New York, New York * (We're
Gonna) Rock Around the Clock
Popular Favorites for the Piano Lesson is a series of five books (Levels 1 through 5) each containing a collection of the
most requested songs your students will enjoy playing. The contents have been carefully chosen and arranged by Tom
Roed to correlate with today's most popular piano methods. Levels 1 and 2 have optional piano accompaniment parts,
and all levels have a convenient Music Dictionary of terms and symbols. Contains: Blue Bayou * Home on the Range *
Oh, Lonesome Me * Puff (The Magic Dragon) * Take Me Out to the Ball Game * Theme from Inspector Gadget * The
Trolley Song * Words Get in the Way * You Light Up My Life.
Titles are: Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas * Sleigh Ride * Let It Snow! Let It Snow! Let It Snow! * Winter
Wonderland * I'll Be Home for Christmas * Santa Claus Is Comin' to Town * Home for the Holidays * God Rest Ye Merry,
Gentlemen * Christmas Mem'ries * Good King Wenceslas * We Three Kings of Orient Are.
Music for the performer in all of us brings together blockbuster popular, jazz, and movie hits. Band and orchestral
background tracks are available on a General MIDI disk (Item #ELM05006GM) available separately . Here are NEW hot
hits and performer and audience favorites pianistically arranged by Gail Lew and Chris Lobdell using effective chord
substitutions to give a "big" professional sound. Titles: What a Wonderful World * The Imperial March * Singin' In the Rain
* In Dreams * Inspector Gadget * Double Trouble * Believe * The Rose.
Leroy Anderson's "Sleigh Ride" is a holiday favorite, and this setting for advanced piano duet gives it a fresh twist. It
begins with Anderson's jingling melody and some musical banter between the primo and secondo players, and then it
launches into a series of variations that take the listener on a journey through a variety of styles, from gently swirling,
impressionistic arpeggios to a triumphant coda with brilliant, virtuosic passagework. Audiences will enjoy a number of
other musical surprises along the way.
10 for 10 Sheet Music editions are the smartest, most economical choices for building your music library. 10 for 10 Sheet
Music TV Themes contains the most fun and recognizable TV themes of all time. Titles: The Ballad of Gilligan's Isle *
Batman Theme * Hill Street Blues * I'll Be There for You ("Friends") * Movin' on Up ("The Jeffersons") * Song from
M*A*S*H (Suicide Is Painless) * Theme from "Inspector Gadget" * Theme from "The Simpsons" * Those Were the Days
(from "All in the Family") * WKRP in Cincinnati.
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